Subject: amendments and statement regarding application number
PCT/HU2013/000023

Dear Patent Office!

As requested by the Patent Office in your letter of 9 May 2014, with regard to the application of Int-Energia Kft. (Budapest), submitted through their agent, Ágnes Kormos Independent Patent Agent (1132 Budapest, Váci út 66.) and bearing the number stated above, entitled

"STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION AND METHOD FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE WASTE AND BIOMASS PROCESSING TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF ENERGY AND HEAT GENERATION"

we hereby submit, by the given deadline according to Article 19, the following amendments and statement.

With reference to the deficiencies found in the written opinion of the international searching authority, we have narrowed the extent of the protection of the main claim. Furthermore, claims 4, 5, 7, 11, 12 and 13 have been deleted.

With reference to original claim 6, it has become new claim 4, and been modified as follows:

Lines 4 and 20: the word ‘cleaned’ has been inserted before ‘pyrolysis gas’.
Line 6: the phrase 'from heat occurred during pyrolysis gas cooling, additional electric energy is generated, in its turn' has been inserted.

Line 16: the phrase 'simultaneously with cleaned pyrolysis gas' has been inserted.

With reference to original claim 8, it has become new claim 5, and in Line 5 the word 'spontaneous' has been inserted.

With reference to original claim 9, it has become new claim 6.

With reference to original claim 10, it has become new claim 7, and in Line 3 the phrase 'simultaneously with cleaned pyrolysis gas' has been inserted.

Line 5: the phrase 'in required quantity' has been inserted.

With reference to original claim 14, it has become new claim 8, and in Line 7 the word 'cleaned' has been inserted before 'pyrolysis gas'.

Concerning the above, we ask the Patent Office to please transfer and record the modified claims based on the attached amendments and statement.

Best regards,

Ágnes Kormos
Private Patent Agent